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ECO SHUTTLE LAUNCH:
ANOTHER JEC FIRST

Bashni Linghan, Eco Shuttle CEO, and Craig Newman Johannesburg Expo Centre CEO

T

he JEC has launched a new
on-site shuttle service for any
of its exhibitions, conferences
and events organisers, as
well as their delegates, exhibitors and
visitors who require safe, reliable and
prompt transportation services.
As one of Southern Africa’s leading
national and international events venues, the
Johannesburg Expo Centre (JEC) is pleased
to announce an exciting new partnership
with Eco Shuttle Service, a dynamic and
innovative transfers and transportation
services provider, which values the
importance of personalised services.
In South Africa, no one can underestimate
the importance of safe and reliable
transportation, with its significant impact
on our local economy. “We are constantly
looking at new and innovative ways to
broaden the JEC’s exceptional range of
services, and we are pleased to welcome
Eco Shuttle Service; a young, dynamic
and empowered company, as a long-term
services partner,” says Craig Newman, the
CEO of Johannesburg Expo Centre. “All
delegates who are attending any event at the
JEC will have complete access to a full range
of shuttle services, in a vehicle that suits
their specific requirements, throughout the
duration events hosted at the JEC,” he added.
Mr Newman goes on to say that it’s a
fact that reliable transport is one of the most
important factors for economic progress. In
fact, in many ways it’s an economic lifeline,

where speed, efficiency and safety are critical
to economic growth. South Africa has faced
its own share of challenges in this regard.
The ongoing conflict between the metered
taxi industry and the global ride hailing
service, Uber, have raised concerns around
safety and reliability. “In the meantime,
we are committed to providing our clients
and stakeholders with an excellent service
with a partner who we believe will make
a positive impact,” says Mr Newman.
Eco Shuttle Service is a young and
innovative company focusing on oldschool values and good service.
The company is committed to tailoring
transport requests and catering for special
requests to suit each client’s personal
needs. As a company servicing the greater
Johannesburg, Pretoria, and Mpumalanga
regions, Eco Shuttle Services takes great
pride in its range of vehicles, which are
always in impeccable condition. With a range
of medium to high-end sedans, and larger
vehicles to accommodate groups of people,
Eco Shuttle Service is also dedicated to
upholding environmental concerns, and using
vehicles with the lowest possible carbon
emissions. Eco Shuttle’s range of services
include: Airport Transfers, Hotel Pick-up
& Drop-offs, Events / Conference Shuttle,
Gautrain Station Shuttle and Chauffeur Drive.
The JEC has also been one of the
leading venues that has contributed
towards the remarkable growth and
development of South Africa’s exhibitions,

conferences and events industry, earning
a formidable reputation as a world-class
facility that offers exhibitors, visitors
and delegates a first-rate experience.
Mr Newman goes on to say that JEC
will continue looking at innovative ways
to add versatility and service excellence,
not only at the JEC, but as a member
of the exhibitions, conferences and
events industry in Southern Africa.
“Our greatest priority is to maintain
our position as one of Southern Africa’s
leading national and international exhibition,
conference, convention and events centres,”
says Mr Newman. “We do this by harnessing
our professionalism, flexibility and hospitality
to offer our clients world-class service;
and to ensure that their experience always
exceeds their expectations,” he concluded.
To make use of the JEC’s new transport
service, kindly contact Eco Shuttle
Service for all quotations and requests:
Bash Lingham | Tel: 079 546 1476
Email: Info@ecoshuttle.co.za
When booking please use the booking
code “EXPO” to receive the special
rates available for all your bookings.

